


GREEnED UP 
THE DURBAN FOREST 
The Durban Botanic Gardens Trust has published its first title in a series 

of books, The Durban Forest. It is a celebration and guide to the history, 

heritage and future of local indigenous forests. 

For a sustainable urban future to be possible, a new botanical discipline 

is needed to deepen our understanding of the relationship between people 

and plants.This discipline will link environmental management concerns with 

those of human welfare and well-being in a specifically urban context to 

achieve both ecological restoration and social redress.The Durban Botanic 

Gardens Trust has published The Durban Forest as an early effort to establish 

a manifesto for this much-needed new discipline and provides both historical 

and forward-looking perspectives on the changing relations between natural 

areas and urban dwellers. These relations urgently await our exploration if 

we are to face the challenges of accelerating urbanism and the environmental 

changes that are now upon us. 

The book will appeal to all those interested in people and the 

environment, culture and community, our past and our future. Most of all it 

will speak to the Durban of tomorrow and suggest a new kind of botany that 

will help to build a future for all Durban's residents that is environmentally, 

socially and economically more just and more secure. 

For further information contact Kerry Phillips on 03 I 309 9240 

RETAINING WALLS STABILISE BUILDING PLATFORMS 
Five geosynthetic reinforced retaining walls using precast concrete retaining 

blocks manufactured by Aveng lnfraset have played a crucial role in creating 

stable terraces for the construction of Emoyeni Mall, a recently completed 

shopping centre between Nelspruit and Hazyview, Mpumalanga. 

The mall was built by McCormick Property Development, a company 

with a strong focus on the emerging markets of South Africa. Engineered 

Interlock Solutions (EIS) in conjunction w ith TMV Consulting Engineers 

designed the geosynthetic reinforced concrete block retaining walls. 

EIS owner, Manie Troskie, says that there are substantial quantities of 

sub-surface water on this site and their design had to make provision for 

extensive drainage. There were some embankment sections where one 

could ctually see water oozing from the ground. 

"Three walls were open-face designs and were built with Aveng 

lnfraset's Terrace Bioi<® TB 490 and TB 300 retaining wall blocks. The other 

two walls were closed-face and built with the lnfrablok ™ 350. The largest 

wall, some 200m long, was built in an open-face configuration at an angle of 

70". It was constructed on the perimeter of the property to reinforce an 

embankment which rose to 12m at its highest point from a service road 

below. The installation of extensive sub-surface drainage was required 

before construction of the wall could begin. Sub-soil drains were installed 

on top of the foundations three-to-four blocks below kerb level. Fin drains, 

wrapped in A2 bidem which go r ight back to the cut face, were laid to trap 

water at the top, sides and bottom of the embankment. 

EIS also installed 250mm Kaytech wick drains which were wrapped with 

bidem , and in areas with the heaviest water flows they positioned I OOmm 

slotted pipes covered with stone and Geomesh geotextile to trap the water 

at the cut face. All ground water drains into a pipe at the bottom of the 

wall which runs parallel to the foundation and feeds into the stormwater 

drainage system. 

The foundation of the perimeter wall was steel reinforced. One metre 

wide, it varied between 450mm and 300mm in depth depending on the 

height of the wall. TB 490 retaining blocks were used to erect the lower 

section of the perimeter wall and the upper section was laid with lighter 

TB 300s. 

High tenacity Paragrid reinforcing supplied by Maccaferri was used to 

reinforce the wall. The material was specified due to its very low elongation 

properties. It also attains its tensile strength very quickly and has a stretch 
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factor of less than 5%. The Paragrid reaches back to the cut face and was 

laid at a spacing of every second block on the lower half of the wall. Macgird 

WG4 was installed at every third block on the top half and extends nine 

metres into the fill. 

The parking basement wall was also built as a geosynthetic reinforced 

wall. Ris ing to 5.5m it takes a heavier loading than the perimeter wall as 

it has to support a portion of the weight of the building which was built 

on a jockey slab, concrete columns and normal foundations. Because of the 

heavier loading, the wall was built using the TB 490 block only. Troskie says 

that basement walls are normally built with solid concrete retain ing wal ling, 

however, retaining block walls are more cost-effective. 

Two closed-face walls were built using Aveng lnfraset attractive 

lnfrablok TM 350 at an angle of 85" due to limited space.The walls were built 

around the concrete support columns and reinforced soil, and the retaining 

wall supports a portion of the building's loading. Maccaferri Paragrid was 

used to reinforce this wall to prevent any soil movement under the building's 

foundations. 

The second closed-face wall was built around a water reservoir situated 

on ground above the centre.This wall was constructed with lnfrablok TM 350s 

at a face angle of75° and MacgridWG4 was used for geosynthetic reinforcing. 

A combination of MacgridWG4 and cement-stabilised backfill was deployed 

in areas where the space between the reservoir and the concrete block 

retaining wall was 

limited. 

For further 

information contact 

Manie Troskie on 

083 258 6190 

Perimeter wall 
built with Aveng 
lnfraset's concrete 

retaining blocks. 

TORO AT BRYANSTON COUNTRY CLUB (BCC) 
Bryansyon Country Club's manager, Paul Leishman, is in his fifth year at the 

helm and the club has made a proft in excess of three million rand before 

Capex. He says that golf club business management isn't all that difficult - it 

is about the team analysing what is required and then just doing it The team 

also needs to build good relationships with members, the committee, other 

staff and suppliers. " I believe we have done this successfully;' says Leishman. 

One of those important suppliers is Taro from Smith Power Equipment 

, w ith whom Leishman has had a long and productive association. He says 

their service and products are excellent and in addition, they have developed 

a partnership based on mutual trust and respect The triangular relationship 

between BCC, Toro and finance house Rentworks has made a significant 

difference to the bottom line of the club. BCC rents all its equipment and 

in this way they know exactly w hat they are in for each year. They follow a 

capital renewal programme and the Taro team has been very supportive of 

this strategy. 

For further 

information contact 
Robert Keir on 

01 I 284 2000 

Paul Leishman in 

the workshop at 
Bryanston Country 

Club 
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CAPE FLORAL KINGDOM EXPANDED 
It was announced at the Cape Floral Kingdom Expo (CFKE) in Bredasdorp 

that UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organisation) had made a decision to extend the size of the Cape Floristic 

World Heritage Site to 1,094,74 1 hectares, compared to the original 557, 

584 ha in 2004. The site is registered as a natural serial property consisting 

of eight protected areas. In partnership with the Mega Group of Companies, 

Floraland Export and Floraland Fresh, CapeNature joined forces with this 

four day expo to enhance public and industry awareness of the impact of 

the extension. 

For the first time, the variety of floral species from this extended Cape 

Floristic Region was showcased under CapeNature at the 20 15 expo which 

was officially opened in August by Niki Glen, founder director of the National 

Tourism Partnership Initiative. 

According to Guy Palmer, Cape Nature's Scientific Manager: Biodiversity, 

this decision by UNESCO holds significant value for both South Africa and 

the Western Cape as the "international jewel of the fynbos family". He 

emphasized the value of the UNESCO extention as "a long term insurance 

policy which one would hope will never be needed to use against the 

authorities or any stakeholder who may decide not to act in line with 

conservation legislation:' He further Stated that the value ofWorld Heritage 

status was essential to ensure that the area received the appropriate 

management and resources. 

Orton King, G roup Executive Director of Mega Group, organisers of 

the expo, stated that heritage conservation in a responsible and sustainable 

way unlocks economic value, adding to the potential of fynbos and the 

wildflower industry. In addition, the increasing role of ecotourism is displayed 

within the content and unique activities at the expo. Amongst other things, 

these include species identification areas, a floral labyrinth, conservation and 

photography workshops, a flower arranging competition and excursions 

into the surrounding fynbos mountains. 

Palmer urged tourism marketers to optimise the region's UNESCO 

status when marketing the floral kingdom as a destination. 

For further information contact Jan Greyling on 082 556 8778 

UN/LEVER SA PLANTS ONE MILLION TREES 
As part of its international brightFuture campaign and a sign of its 

commitment to take action against climate change, Unilever South Africa, 

in partnership with the Wildlands Conservation Trust, plans to plant one 

million indigenous trees in predetermined areas of South Africa over the 

next three years. 

Unilever will also raise the awareness of climate change with all 

South Africans by giving them an opportunity to play an active part in 

the campaign by either pledging or tweeting. For every pledge or tweet 

received, Unilever will plant one tree on behalf of that person. Pledges 

can be made at www.brightfuture.unilever.co.za and tweets should be 

addressed to @UnileverSA, using the hashtags # TweetForATree and 

# brightFutureSA. 

Peter Cowan, chairman of Unilever SA. says deforestation is one of the 

leading causes of climate changes globally, and one of the most simple and 

powerful actions we can take to combat climate change is to plant more 

trees. Unilever is part of a large movement to eradicate deforestation, 

which contributes up to 15% of greenhouse gas emissions and threatens 

I .6 bill ion livelihoods. In 20 14, Unilever signed the New York Declaration 
on Forests to end deforestation by 2030. Unilever's purpose is to make 

sustainable living commonplace whilst preserving the planet for future 

generations through initiatives like this that educate and have immediate 

impact. 
Unilever SA's partner; Wildlands, will make use of one of their most 

innovative projects to grow and plant the pledged t rees. Working at a 

community level through a Community Ecosystems Based Adaptation 

model, the NGO has created a network of "tree-preneurs" across four 

provinces, which gives unskilled individuals in poverty stricken areas the 
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chance to improve their way of life by growing and barte ri ng indigenous 

trees in return for livelihood support including food, building materials, 

bicycles, solar panels and rain water harvesting tanks. Unilever will provide 

product hampers to Wildlands which will be bartered with 'tree-preneurs" 

for trees. 

Cowan says the trees, grown and planted by Wildlands, will help 

reduce deforestation and alleviate flash flooding due to forest degradation, 

as well as promoting sustainable forest management and increasing tree 

stocks in local agricultural landscapes. 

Throughout Septemeber, Unilever ran mall activations in Durban, 

Cape Town and Johannesburg to further raise awareness of climate change 

and gather tweets and pledges to plant trees. The mall activations brought 

to life the devastating effects of deforestation and afforded the public the 

chance to take one small step towards taking action against climate change. 

For further information contact Barry Dijoe on 031 570 2470 

KUBOTA AND BEAR CAT 
Kubota t ractors, distributed in Southern Africa by Smith Power Equipment, 

and Bearcat woodchippers have become the perfect partners for clearing 

of invader plants.This is according to Dries Cronje of Anro Safaris, who says 

that his Bearcat CH5540 PTO chipper, with his Kubota tractor as power 

source, have saved him time and money as a result of their productivity. He 

says he is delighted with the performance of both machines as the Kubota 

is tough and reliable and the Bearcat chipper easily performs the important 

task on his game farm of chipping the Sekelbos, a thorny, dangerous invader 

bush. 

The two principal Bearcat chippers available in South Africa are the 

CH 5540 25-45 HP with hydraulic feed and the CH9540 36-60 HP with 

hydraulic and auto feed system.The Kubota tractors that best suit these are 

the B2420 (24 HP), the L3200 (32HP), the L41 00 (4 1 HP).The L5040 (52HP), 

the M7040 (71 HP) and the tractor that Cronje has, the M8540. 

Cronje says that with the Kubota-Bearcat combination, a large bush 

can be chipped in five minutes and simply spread on the ground to 

compost. Without this chipper they would have to remove the bushes and 

this would be a very costly and time- consuming operation. 

Grant Ritchie, general manager of Multi Power Imports, says that 

Bearcat products have been sold for over ten years in South Africa. The 

chippers have an excellent reputation, having been produced in the same 

facility in the United States for 30 years.They are constructed of sol id steel 

and are best known for their well-balanced, solid steel chipper disk and 

heat-treated reversible cutting blades. 

For further information contact Robert Keir on 0 II 284 2000 
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In the Landscape SA Buyers Guide 2015/2016 on page 13, Gallo Precast's 

details were listed incorrectly. The following are their correct website 

and email addresses: 

Website: www.galloprecast.com 

Email: Claudio@galloprecast.com 
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